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Abstract
This paper describes the electricity generation characteristics of a new energy-harvesting system with
piezoelectric elements. The proposed system is composed of a cylinder and thin plates at both ends. The
piezoelectric elements are installed at the centers of both plates, and one side of each plate is subjected to a
harmonic point force. In this system, vibration energy is converted into electrical energy via electro-mechanical
coupling between the plate vibration and piezoelectric effect. In addition, the acoustic energy radiated from the
plate induces a self-sustained vibration at the other plate via mechanical-acoustic coupling between the plate
vibrations and an internal sound field into the cylindrical enclosure. Therefore, the electricity generation
characteristics should be considered as an electro-mechanical-acoustic coupling problem. The characteristics are
estimated theoretically and experimentally from the electric power in the electricity generation, the mechanical
power supplied to the plate and the electricity generation efficiency that is derived from the ratio of both types
of power. In particular, the electricity generation efficiency is one of the most appropriate factors to evaluate the
performance of electricity generation systems. Thus, the effect of mechanical-acoustic coupling is principally
evaluated by examining the electricity generation efficiency.
Keywords: Electricity generation system, Piezoelectric element, Radiation impedance

1. Introduction

known phenomenon. To utilize such a fluttering phenomenon
for energy-harvesting, the plate on which the piezoelectric

Scavenging untapped vibration energy by converting into

elements were arranged was used, and the effect of their

it usable electric energy via piezoelectric materials has

arrangement along the flow axis was considered. Then an

attracted considerable attention and has been regarded as one

optimization of the arrangement was performed among some

of new energy sources1). Typical energy harvesters adopt a

positions and dimensions of piezoelectric elements3).

simple cantilever configuration to generate electric energy via

In this study, a circular plate, on which a piezoelectric

piezoelectric materials, which are attached to or embedded in

element is installed at its center, is adopted as the host

host

structure in consideration of future versatility and is subjected

structures,

and

the

behavior

is

governed

by

electro-mechanical coupling phenomena.

to a harmonic point force. Because the acoustic radiation of

To improve the conversion efficiency, a mechanical

circular plate is better than that of beam structure, harvesting

impedance matching method, which was derived from using

acoustic energy radiated from the structure is one of important

spacers between the piezoelectric element and beam structure

matters to improve electricity generation characteristics. Hence,

and tuning for the size of the piezoelectric element, was

a cylinder with the above plates at both ends is used, and

2)

proposed . These structural vibrations are caused by vibrators

mechanical-acoustic coupling between the plate vibra-tions

and various power sources. For instance, a self-sustained

and internal sound field is applied to the electricity

oscillation caused by placing a plate into a flow whose critical

generation4-6). Consequently, the electro-mechanical-acoustic

velocity was overpassed (so-called ‘fluttering’) is a well-

coupling problem must be considered and is estimated
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theoretically and experimentally from the electric power
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supplied to the plate, and the electricity generation efficiency

wp1 and wp2 are those of the piezoelectric elements installed on

that is derived from the ratio of both powers. In particular, by

the plates, and the suffixes 1 and 2 indicate plates 1 and 2,

focusing on the electricity generation efficiency as the most
significant characteristic, we verify that the performance of

respectively. They are found by substituting X nm of Eq. (2) for
the plate modes into Eq. (1) as suitable trial functions. The

the proposed system is improved by using mechanical-

flexural displacements of the piezoelectric elements are

acoustic coupling in comparison with using only the plate

identical to those of the plates, respectively, because it is

vibration without coupling.

assumed that the piezoelectric elements adhere completely to

s

each circular plate through the electrode plate.
�

2. Analytical method

��� � ��� � � � �

The analytical model consists of a cavity with two
circular end plates, as shown in Fig. 1. Plates 1 and 2 are

�
���

supported by translational and rotational springs distributed at
by the translational spring stiffnesses T and the rotational
spring stiffnesses R. The plates of radius rc have a Young’s
modulus Ec and a Poisson’s ratio c, however, the plate
thickness is denoted by hc1 and hc2, because it's possible the
plates are different in the thickness. On the surfaces of both
plates, piezoelectric elements are installed at the centers of the
plates and have radius rp, thickness hp, Young’s modulus Ep,
and Poisson’s ratio p. Then an electrode plate is sandwiched
between the above plate and piezoelectric element and has
radius rb, thickness hb, Young’s modulus Eb and Poisson’s ratio

b. The suffixes c, p and b herein indicate the circular plate,
piezoelectric element and electrode plate. On the other hand,
the sound field, which is assumed to be cylindrical, has the

coordinates used are radius r, angle  between the planes of
the plates and the cross-sectional plane of the cavity and
distance z along the cylinder axis. The periodic point force F
is applied to plate 1 at distance r1 and angle 1. The natural
frequency of the plates is employed as the excitation frequency.
wc1 and w c2 are the flexural displacements of the plates,

��

,

�

(2)

where n, m and s are, respectively, the circumferential order,
radial order and symmetry index with respect to the plate
s

s

vibration. A 1nm and A 2nm are coefficients to be determined, 
is the angular frequency of the harmonic point force acting on
the plate, and t is the elapsed time. 1 and2 are the phases of
the respective plate vibrations. In this analysis, 1 is set to 0°,
and 2 ranges from 0° to 180°.
2.2 Modelling of Piezoelectric Part
Only the piezoelectric part of plate 1 is used to explain
its modelling in this section. The relationships of stress σ

p1 ,

strain εp1, electric displacement D1, and electric field E1 are as
follows:
�

the resonance frequency depends on the length. The boundary
the lateral wall between the structure and sound field. The

��� ��� ���

���

�

�
�
���
����
e������� � , �

� ������ � ����� �����

same radius as that of the plates and varying length L because
conditions are considered structurally and acoustically rigid at

�

��� ��� ���
� � �

2.1 Analytical model

constant intervals and the support conditions are determined

�

�
�
����
e������� � ,�
��� � ��� � � � � ���
�

���
��
��� �
��
�

�� � ���
� � ��
��
��

(3)

��� signifies Young’s modulus that was measured at a

constant electric field, and � � indicates the dielectric constant

that was measured at a constant strain. The above equation

expresses relationships between electrical and mechanical
characteristics of a piezoelectric element, and the stress is

concretely related to the electric field by the piezoelectric
coupling coefficient e. The piezoelectric coupling coefficient
is expressed as

Fig. 1 Configuration of analytical model.
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where d 31

(4)
� � ��� ��� ,
is the piezoelectric strain constant, in which the

�

�
�
�
� ��������
� �� � ��� � � ������� �� � ��� � � �������

electric field occurs in the normal direction of the in-plane

�� ��

�
�
�
� �� � ��� � � �� �������
� � ������� � ������� � �

strain.
Then the electric field E1, which occurs between both

�

� ��
�
�
��
��
�� ��� �� � � � � � ��� ����
� e � � � �� ������ e �
��
��
�

sides of the piezoelectric element, is expressed as follows:
�
�� � ��� �� � ��� �� � � ������
� ������� � .

(5)

�

v1 is the voltage that occurs in the electric field. We assume

� ��

�
����

s
K c1nmm’,

s
K b1nmm’ and
s
elements and M c1nmm’,

that the electric potential across the piezoelectric element is

s
K c2nmm’,
s
M b1nmm’

s
K b2nmm’ are
s
and M c2nmm’,

(13)

stiffness matrix
s

Thus, Y nm is defined as described above. Rp is the overall

M b2nmm’ are mass
matrix elements with respect to the circular and electrode

resistance value in an electricity generation circuit. The

plates, respectively. These are elements of the symmetrical

magnitude of the electric charge q1 depends on the coefficient

matrices, because the index m’ has a transposed relation to m,

constant, since it is in the field that is not applied to the plate.

s
B 1nm

s

s
A 1nm.

that is determined in this analysis as with
��⁄�� ��� ⁄2 � � � �� ⁄2 � �� � �� ,
��� � �
������ �� ⁄2 � � � �� ⁄2 � �� � �� ,
�
����
e������� � .

s

as with M p1nmm’ and K p1nmm’.  c, p and b are the structural
damping factors of the circular plate, piezoelectric element

(6)

and electrode plate, respectively. Moreover, Fsn is a coefficient
s

(7)

that is determined by the indices n and s, F nm is a load vector

In order to easily express the electro-mechanical equation,

that expresses the point force on plate 1, and S nm1 and S nm2 are
the acoustic excitation vectors that express the acoustic

��� �

s

s

s

the elements M p1nmm’ and K p1nmm’ of the mass and stiffness

excitations of both plates. The details of Fsn and the elements

matrices can be denoted as

s

�
��������

�� �
���

�

s

s

F nm, S nm1 and S nm2 of the respective vectors are as follows:

�
�
�
�������
� � �� ���
����
���� ,������������������������
���

s

�, ���� � �,
���� � ��, ���� � ������� � �,
2�, ���� � ������� � �,

� " � � "
���
�� ���� ���� ������������������

The index m’ is also of a radial order and has a transposed

(14)

���� � � ���� � �� ���� � �� � ��� ,����������������������������������

relation to m. The elements θ1 and C p1 of the electro-

��

mechanical coupling and capacitance matrices are defined as

�
�
�
�
����
� � �� ���
��� , �����
� � �� ���
��� ���������������
��

�
�� � � � ��� ���
����� ���� ,��������������������������

��

Here, δ is the delta function associated with the point force on

���

plate 1, whose area is denoted by A1. Ps is the sound pressure

�
��� � � ��� � � ����
���� ����������������������������������

at an arbitrary point on the boundary surface of the plates, and

���

A2 signifies the area of plate 2.

2.3 Governing equations of electro-mechanical-acoustic

On the other hand, the electricity generation behaviors of

coupling
Here, electro-mechanical coupling is considered from the

these piezoelectric elements are governed by the following
Eqs. (17) and (18), respectively:

above several relationships, and then mechanical-acoustic

�

�

�� ��

�� ��

�
�
��
��
�� ����
� ���
� � � ����� � ��� � ����� ,������������

coupling is also taken based on the relationships between the
vibrations of both plates and the sound field into the
cylindrical enclosure. As a result, this electricity generation

�

�

�
�
��
��
�� ����
� ���
� � � ����� � ��� � ����� ��������������

phenomenon depends strongly on electro-mechanical-acoustic

�� ��

coupling, so that the motions of both plates having a

�� ��

piezoelectric part are governed by the following Eqs. (12) and

In actual calculation, the relationships between As1nm and Bs1nm

(13), respectively:

and between As2nm and Bs2nm are obtained from Eqs. (18) and

�

�

�� ��

(19), and they are applied to Eqs.(12) and (13), respectively,
�
��������
� ��

� �� � ��� � � �

�

� ��� � �

�
������
� ��

�
�������
�

�

� ��� � �

�
������
�

�
�

�
������
��

�

�

�
����
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� ��

by solving the above simultaneous equations (12) and (13).

�

� ��
�
�
��
��
�� ��� �� � � � � � ��� ����
� e � � � �� ������ e �
��
��
�
�
���
e���

with the result that As1nm, As2nm, Bs1nm and Bs2nm can be derived

�
������
�

2.4 Radiation impedance of circular plate
A radiation impedance of circular plate is taken up in this
section. To simplify the problem, it is assumed that the
acoustic radiation is caused by a circular piston source, in

(12)
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which plate 1 has the velocity amplitude U0. With respect to
����

characteristics, the sound pressure level in the cavity is

and dA 1 in Fig. 1, the sound pressure Ps at

measured using condenser microphones with a probe tube.

���� , which is derived from the mechanical motion of an

The tips of the probe tubes are located near the plates and the

minute areas

5)

arbitrary area dA1, is defined as follows :

��� ��
�� e�������� ��� �
�� � �
�� 2��

����

cylinder wall, which are the approximate locations of the
maximum sound pressure level when the sound field becomes
resonant.

where a and c are the fluid density and speed of sound in the

To perform the electricity generation experiment, the

cavity, respectively, k is the wavelength constant, and g is the

piezoelectric element is used. It is comprised of a piezoelectric

distance between ���� and dA1 on plate 1.

part constructed of ceramics and an electrode part constructed

The reaction force Fr against the above the sound

of brass, which have radiuses rp and r b of 12.5 and 17.5 mm

pressure on plate 1 can be calculated from the following

and thicknesses hp and hb of 0.23 and 0.30 mm, respectively.

equation.

The piezoelectric elements are installed at the centers of both

��� ��
e����
�� e��� � ���� �
��� �
�� � � �� ���� �
�
2��
��
��
��

�2��

plates. The electric power P e generated by the expansion and
contraction of the piezoelectric elements on plates 1 and 2 are

The above equation is rewritten from the relationship between

discharged through the resistance circuit, which consists of

����

three resistors having resistances R v, Ri and Rc, as shown in

and dA1.

Fig. 2(b). R v and Ri are the resistances of the voltmeter and

�
�

�� ��� �
��
��
��� ��
�� �
�� e��� � ��� � �� � �� �
e���� ��
�
�
�
�
�
�
���

���

ammeter, which are built-into the wattmeter, and are 2 M and
2 m, respectively; while Rc is the resistance of the resistor

�

� �� �� e � ��� � ��� ��� e �
�2��
where Zr is radiation impedance and is constructed of radiation

connected outside the wattmeter and is 97.5 k. To grasp the

resistance Rr of the real part and radiation reactance Xr of the

the electric power and other data are also measured without

imaginary part. Then the detailes of normalized Rrn and Xrn are

the cylinder (i.e. in the electricity generation under the

as follows:

vibration of only plate 1) and are estimated in comparison with

���

�2��� �� �2��� ��
�2��� ��
��
�
�
�
�
� ∙ ∙ ∙� �22�
2∙4
2 ∙ 4� ∙ 6 2 ∙ 4� ∙ 6� ∙ 8
�� �����

��� �

�2��� ��
��
4 2��� �2��� ��
�
�
�
�
� ∙ ∙ ∙��
3� ∙ 5
3� ∙ 5� ∙ 7
�� ����� � 3

effect of mechanical-acoustic coupling on energy harvesting,

those with cylinder.

�23�

3. Experimental apparatus and method
Figs. 2(a) shows the configuration of the experimental
apparatus used in this study. The structure consists of a steel
cylinder with circular aluminum end plates. The radius rc of
end plates is 153 mm and is the same as the inner radius of
cylinder. Then the thickness hc adopts 2.0, 2.5, 3.0 and 4.0 mm
and the length L of cylinder can range from 500 to 2000 mm
to emulate the analytical model. Plate 1 is subjected to the
point force excited by a small vibrator. The excitation is
carried out near the natural frequency of the (0,0) mode. The
position of the point force r 1 is normalized by radius r c and is
set to r1/ rc = 0.4.
To estimate the mechanical power P m supplied to plate 1
by the small vibrator, an acceleration sensor is installed near
the position of the point force on plate 1, and Pm is predicted
from the point force and acceleration a1. The phase difference
between the plate vibrations is also measured owing to the
installation of the acceleration sensor at the same position on
plate 2, resulting in significant effects on the mechanicalacoustic

coupling.

To

estimate

the

internal

acoustic

Fig. 2 Configuration of experimental apparatus.
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thickening. Taking note of natural frequency and flexural

4. Results and discussion

displacement of a circular plate, they depend on the flexural
rigidity D according to the classical theory. Specifically, the

4.1 Vibration and electricity generation characteristics of
only plate

natural frequency and flexural displacement are proportional

In the theoretical study, the plates are assumed to be

to D0.5 and D -1, respectively, so that the displacement is

aluminum having a Young’s modulus E of 71 GPa and a

affected more strongly by changing h c than the natural

Poisson’s ratio  of 0.33. The plate radius r c are constant at

frequency. The displacement behavior causes the electricity

153 mm and the plate thickness h c ranges from 1.5 mm to 4.5

generation voltage v1 of the piezoelectric element attached on

mm. The support conditions of the plates, which have

plate 1 and the root-mean-square v1rms is indicated in Fig. 4 in

flexural rigidity D [= Ehc3/{12(1  2)}], are expressed by the

the same manner of Fig. 3. v1rms behaves in a similar manner

non-dimensional stiffness parameters Tn (= Tr c 3 /D) and Rn (=

to w1rms in occurrences of peaks and variations in peak values

Rrc /D). These values are identical for both plates. If Rn ranges

with changing hc.

from 0 to 10 8 when Tn is 108 , the support condition can be

Here, the power Pm supplied from the vibrator is

assumed from a simple support to a clamped support. The

calculated from the product between F and w c1. Fig. 5 shows

actual condition adopts Tn = 108 Rn = 10 1 to get closer to the

the theoretical supplied power Pm as a function of h c. P m

experimental support condition. Plate 1 is subjected to the

decreases gradually with increasing h c, whereas its variation

point forces F1, which are set to 1 N and are located at r 1/r c =

is somewhat extreme in comparison with that of w1rms. This is

0.4, as with the actual excitation experiment.

because wc1 is proportional to F, with the result that Pm is

With respect to the electricity generation system of only

proportional to the square of wc1. On the other hand, the

plate 1 reduced the cylinder and plate 2 in Fig. 1, Fig. 3 shows

electric power Pe at the electricity generation is also exhibited

the flexural displacement at the excitation point as functions

in the same figure. Pe has behavior similar to Pm, since v1 has

of the excitation frequency in the theoretical results, when the

strong correlation to w c1. Because the piezoelectric element is

plate thickness hc = 2.0, 2.5, 3.0 and 4.0 mm. However, the

assumed to be incorporated in the electrical circuit of energyharvesting device and to be connected in series with the

w1rms. w 1rms reaches a peak in the vicinities of the respective

resistance for power consumption, it is natural that an

natural frequencies of plate 1 and tends to be decreased by

electrical current is in-phase to the voltage. Therefore, because

w1rms [mm]

displacement w c1 is indicated by the root-mean-squear value

Pe is proportional to the square of v1, its variation becomes
hc [mm]
2.0
2.5
3.0

0.02

somewhat extreme in comparison with that of v1 as with the

hc [mm]
3.5
4.0

relationship between Pm and w c1.
4.2 Improvement electricity generation characteristics

0.01

In this section, to improve electricity generation
characteristics by means of using mechanical-acoustic
coupling, the cylinder and plate 2 are added to the above plate

200

300

1, as shown in Fig. 1. The supplied power P m and the electric

400
f [Hz]

power P e are also calculated in the analytical model using the

Fig. 3 Flexural displacement at excitation point as function of

cylindrical structure whose radius is constant at 153 mm,
whereas the length L of the cylindrical sound field having the

hc [mm]
2.0
2.5
3.0

10

50

5

Pm [mW]

v1rms [V]

excitation frequency.
hc [mm]
3.5
4.0

Pm

40

Pe

30
5

0

200

300

Fig. 4 Voltage with electricity generation as function of

2

10

1
2

3

4

0
5
hc [mm]

Fig. 5 Supplied and electric powers as function of plate

excitation frequency.
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3

20

0
1

400
f [Hz]

4

Pe [mW]

0

thickness.
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same radius as that of the plates varies from 100 to 2000 mm.

Then the acoustic modes are the (0,0,1), (0,0,2) and (0,0,3)

Fig. 6 shows Pm as a function of hc together with the results of

modes whose plane modal shape is similar to that of plate

only plate 1. However, Pm at the specific L, at which Pe is

vibration mode (0,0). The experimental levels Lp1 and Lp2,

maximized, is exhibited as the data using coupling. Pm

which are measured near plates 1 and 2, correspond to Lpv in

decreases gradually with increasing hc in similar manner to

the occurrence of those peaks, so that it is obvious to promote

that of only plate 1, while the values are considerably less than

coupling around the above lengths. These P m and P e with

that of only plate 1. Although plate 1 is subjected to the point

coupling are the results under such a situation that involves

force of 1 N in both cases, the power derived from the force is

with the (0,0,1) mode.

almost spent to the vibration of plate 1 without coupling, i.e.

A close relationship between Pm and Pe can be confirmed

only plate. On the other hand, the power is spent to not only

from these results. In addition, to consider concretely this

forming the internal sound field but also vibrating plate 2 with

relationship, the electricity generation efficiency Pem is

coupling. In other words, the formation of the sound field

defined as follows:

behaves as a resistance against the vibration of plate 1, so that

��� � �

the flexural displacement w c1 is suppressed and P m is

��
� � �����%������������������������������������
��

Fig. 9 shows Pem derived from the above Pm and P e as a

decreased in comparison with that without coupling.
Fig. 7 shows P e corresponding to the above P m as a

function of h c, then not only theoretical but also experimental

function of h c together with the results of only plate 1.

Pem is indicated. In the case of only plate 1, theoretical Pem

Naturally, Pe also decreases with increasing hc and is less than

increases

that of only plate 1. By the way, Fig. 8 shows the sound

experimental P em presents a totally reverse tendency where it

pressure level L pv , L p1 and L p2 as functions of L. The

decreases gradually with increasing hc. On the other hand, in

theoretical level Lpv is averaged over the entire volume of the

the case where coupling is used, theoretical Pem also increases

gradually

with

increasing

h c,

whereas

the

cavity and is maximized at each L, when hc and f are set to 3

gradually with increasing hc and is very close to that of only

mm and 280 Hz and the phase 2 ranges from 0 to 180°.

The

plate 1. Furthermore, the experimental P em corresponds to the

theoretical level Lpv peaks at 610, 1230 and 1840 mm. The

theoretical results and the discrepancy between the theoretical

peaks are caused by the promotion of mechanical-acoustic

and experimental data cannot be recognized as with that of

coupling between the plate vibration and acoustic modes.

only plate 1.

50

Lpv Lp [dB]

Pm [mW]

140

With coupling

40

Without coupling

30

100

20

80

10
0
1

2

3

4

800

1200

Pem [%]

Without coupling

10
8

With coupling
Theory

Experiment

Without coupling
Theory
Experiment

4
2
2

3

4

1600
2000
L [mm]

6

1

0
1

Lp2

Fig. 8 Sound pressure level as function of cylinder length

With coupling

2

Lp1

60
400

5
hc [mm]

Fig. 6 Supplied power as function of plate thickness.

Pe [mW]

Lpv

120

0
1

5
hc [mm]

2

3

4

5
hc [mm]

Fig. 9 Electricity generation efficiency as function of

Fig. 7 Electric power as function of plate thickness.

plate thickness.
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In the analytical model of only plate 1, the medium

However, the piston source is different from the actual

contacted on plate 1 is not assumed, i.e. there is plate 1 in

situation, so that it is hard that the above considerations are

vacuo. Therefore, the radiated sound field is not formed by the

estimated quantitatively in that discrepancy. Hence the

vibration of plate 1 and the acoustic radiation power is almost

radiation impedance shold be reflected in the theoretical

spent to the electricity generation, so that it is supposed that

procedure to provide accurately the electricity generation

the above discrepancy took place since the actual vibration of

efficiency.

plate 1 forms the sound field. However, because the vibration
5. Conclusion

of plate 1 contributes to the formation of the internal sound
field and the vibration of plate 2 in the analytical model having

In this study, the electricity generation system, which

the cylindrical structure, it is supposed that such a discrepancy

consisted of a circular plate installing a piezoelectric element

did not take place like the case of only plate 1.

at its center, was taken up. To improve that electricity
4.3 Influence of radiation impedance on electricity

generation characteristics by using the acoustic radiation

generation

energy derived from the plate vibration, the cylinder that has

As mentioned in Section 2.4, the radiation impedance Zr

the above plates at both ends is adopted and the mechanical-

consists of the radiation resistance Rr of its real part and the

acoustic coupling between the plate vibrations and internal

radiation reactance Xr of its imaginary part. With respect to Rr,

sound field is used. Then the effect of mechanical-acoustic

because the sound pressure Ps and the vibration velocity U0ejt

coupling on energy harvesting was estimated theoretically

are in-phase, Rr contributes the acoustic radiation of plate 1.

and experimentally from the electricity generation efficiency.

On the other hand, because Ps and U0ej t that relate to Xr have

In the theoretical consideration, the electricity generation

the phase shift of 90°, Xr does not take part in the acoustic

efficiency without coupling, i.e. by means of only the plate

radiation, whereas it functions in plate 1 as additional mass.

vibration, increases with the plate thickness. The efficiency

Because the natural frequency depends on the plate

with coupling, i.e. by means of the cylinder having both end

thickness although the radiation impedance is decided by its

plates, also increases with the plate thickness and behaves in

natura frequency and radius, here, the plate thickness is

the variation similar to that without coupling, so that the effect

adopted as the influence parameter on the radiation impedance.

of coupling on the efficiency is hardly recognized. However,

Fig. 10 shows variations in the radiation resistance and

the experimental efficiency without coupling decreases with

reactance with the plate thickness hc, however, the normalized

increasing the plate thickness and becomes the opposite

Rrn and Xrn are adopted as a substitute for Rr and Xr. They

tendency for the theory. As a result, a great discrepancy is

increase with hc, with the result that the rate of vibration

confirmed

energy that is directly spent on the acoustic radiation increases

efficiencies that are without coupling, while the effect of

with hc. Then because the additional mass means that the

coupling on the efficiency is verified. Then the discrepancy is

surrounding medium is involved in the plate vibration, the

because the radiation impedance increases with the plate

vibration energy is consumed further with increasing hc.

thickness and is not taken in consideration in the theoretical

Therefore, the discrepancy between the theoretical and

procedure.

between

the

theoretical

and

experimental

experimental Pem in Fig. 9 is caused by the acoustic radiation
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